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Self-assembly of hyperbranched polyethylenimine (PEI) and

fatty acids leads to supramolecular inverted micellar structures

that are able to irreversibly transfer water-soluble guest

molecules into organic solvents.

Modern techniques of liquid–liquid phase transfer involve the use

of polymeric supports either as solid phase or dissolved in solution.

In contrast to solid-phase concepts, soluble polymeric supports

permit reactions to be performed under homogeneous conditions.1

In addition, the presence of a polymer support in an organic

solvent increases to a large extent the sequestration of a compound

(i.e. the solute) from an immiscible solvent such as aqueous media,

into the organic solvent, providing a new confined environment.2

This is an important point for further specific application in

catalysis and drug delivery.3 In this context, structurally precise

dendrimers with their highly branched and multifunctional

globular structure have been shown to exhibit topological

encapsulation of various guests.4 Encapsulation can be achieved

using the unimolecular micelle approach with core-shell structures

to dissolve organic molecules in dendrimers,5 or by utilizing the

organosoluble alkyl amide-modified dendrimers known as ‘‘den-

dritic box’’ to extract water soluble guests to organic solvents.6

Unfortunately, dendrimer synthesis is usually limited to a

laboratory scale due to the stepwise iterative approach.

However, the less defined hyperbranched polymers can be

prepared conveniently from ABm type monomers on a large scale.

When using slow monomer addition techniques, hyperbranched

polymers with rather narrow polydispersity and dendrimer-like

properties are obtained. Hyperbranched polyols prepared in a one-

step process, esterified with fatty acid chlorides in a second step,

display an amphiphilic core-shell structure.7 They have been

successfully used to extract and irreversibly encapsulate various

polar dyes from the aqueous phase.

Surprisingly, all dendrimer-based core-shell architectures for

phase transfer processes have been obtained via covalent linking of

hydrophobic alkyl chains to the polyfunctional core, followed by

several purification steps. Only one report described a non-

covalent concept for organosoluble, inverted micelles, prepared by

self-assembly of various generations of amine terminated poly-

(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrimers and fatty acids, relying on

acid–base interaction.8 For hyperbranched polymers, however, to

our knowledge there is no report on supramolecular nanocapsules

obtained from non-covalent assembly.

Here we report a convenient one-step process for the

preparation of supramolecular nanocapsules by electrostatic

interaction between fatty acids and a commercially available

hyperbranched polyamine, namely polyethylenimine (PEI)

(Scheme 1).

The addition of fatty acids, namely lauric acid (LA)

C11H23CO2H or palmitic acid (PA) C15H31CO2H to a chloroform

solution of hyperbranched polyethylenimine PEI232 (Mn 5

10,000 g mol21, DB 5 60%)9 in 0.6 (LA/amine) ratio

spontaneously afforded the respective polyelectrolyte–surfactant

complexes, i.e., LA–PEI232 and PA–PEI232. This conclusion is
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Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of an inverted, supramolecular micelle

based on the self-assembly of hyperbranched polyethylenimine and

palmitic acid.
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supported by various analytical methods. FT-IR absorbance

spectra (Supp. Mater.){ show the disappearance of the character-

istic symmetric (CLO) band of the fatty acids at 1700 cm21 upon

addition to PEI232 in solution, accompanied by the appearance of

a sharp, asymmetric band at 1550 cm21 (CLO), typical of the

carboxylate salt. This demonstrates that the fatty acid molecules

are deprotonated and the terminal, primary NH2 groups of PEI

(fraction of terminal, T-groups 5 33.3%, pKa 5 9.64) are

protonated first,10 leading to ionic interaction and thus a

polyelectrolyte–surfactant complex with a rather hydrophilic core

and a hydrophobic alkyl periphery that acts as a ‘‘supramolecular

nanocapsule’’.

Upon addition of larger amounts of carboxylic acid, the

secondary amine groups of the linear units (fraction L 5 40%,

pKa 5 8.59) are also protonated and interact with the alkyl

carboxylates.

Formation of the hyperbranched polyelectrolyte–surfactant

complex can be expected to lead to pronounced changes of the

conformation of the hyperbranched polymer. This issue was

studied by solution viscosity measurements of the mixtures LA–

PEI232 at different ratios of both components. Interestingly, Fig. 1

shows a systematic decrease in the specific viscosity (gspec.), when

increasing the lauric acid proportion at fixed concentration of

PEI232. For instance, pure PEI232 displays an intrinsic viscosity

[g] 5 10.6 mL g21, while a mixture of LA and PEI232 at

LA/amine ratio of 0.6 shows clearly reduced intrinsic viscosity

[g] 5 6.5 mL g21 (both extrapolated to c 5 0 g L21). We attribute

this pronounced difference to a very compact solution structure,

due to the supramolecular nanocapsules LA–PEI232 and PA–

PEI232 formed in apolar solvents. A comparative study with the

linear analogue LPEI348 assembled with LA in LA/amine ratio

of 0.6 also provided a polyelectrolyte complex (FTIR), LA–

LPEI348, however, no similarly compact structure as the

hyperbranched PEI232. This is evident from the values of the

specific and particularly the intrinsic viscosity of LA–LPEI348,

[g] 5 13.1 mL g21.11

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) showed the average size of

PEI232 (Mn 5 104 g mol21) to be 5.1 nm at c 5 1024 M, whereas

the size of associated LA–PEI232 (LA/amine groups in PEI 5 60%)

was 6.5 nm. These DLS values also support the conclusion that

amphiphilic hyperbranched polymers with a hydrophilic core and

a hydrophobic shell form stable ‘‘supramolecular nanocapsules’’.12

Recently, PEI has been covalently modified via amidation at

elevated temperatures with palmitic acid, followed by a tedious

purification process to remove acidic traces as well as by imine

condensation into ketones and aldehydes. Encapsulation of both

silver nanoparticles and dyes was reported.13 The present

supramolecular nanocapsules possess several advantages over the

covalent analogues: i) convenient preparation without need for

further purification; ii) facile variation of the composition to fine-

tune the molecular nanocapsules as a function of the acid–PEI

ratios.

In order to demonstrate the phase-transfer properties of the

nanocapsules, two polar dyes, i.e., Congo Red (CR) and Methyl

Orange (MO) were dissolved in water (Supp. Mater.). The

aqueous phases were extracted with chloroform solutions contain-

ing either PA–PEI232 or LA–PEI232. Fig. 2 shows an increase in

the absorbance of Methyl Orange in the chloroform phase

(lmax 5 424 nm), indicating dynamic transport of the dye from

the aqueous phase (lmax 5 464 nm) into the organic medium. It

should be emphasized that neither of the two components alone

showed a similar phase transfer effect, supporting the synergistic

behavior of the system. The number of encapsulated dye molecules

was found to be 8.5 and 8.6 for LA–PEI232 and PA–PEI232

respectively, independent of the length of the alkyl chain of the

fatty acid used. Fewer CR dye molecules were encapsulated (3.3

and 2.9 dyes in LA–PEI232 and PA–PEI232, respectively). This is

tentatively explained by the large size of CR. The number of

encapsulated dye molecules was verified to be PEI core molecular

weight dependent, as demonstrated using the larger PEI581

(Mn 5 25 000 g mol21) (Table 1, Supp. Mater.). Interestingly, in

the latter case LA–PEI581 showed high encapsulation capacity for

CR (7.2) whereas the same PEI581 covalently modified with a long

alkyl chain was found to encapsulate only a few CR dye molecules

(0.2) in a previous study.13b The hyperbranched architecture of PEI

was crucial to obtain dye extraction, as indicated by the inability of

the linear analogue LA–LPEI348 to encapsulate CR and its

Fig. 1 Viscosity measurements of LA–PEI232 mixtures in chloroform at

different ratios of the components. Data for a linear analogue LA–PEI232

are also shown for comparison.

Fig. 2 Absorbance of Methyl Orange (MO) in the chloroform layer

containing inverted micelle LA–PEI232 and its traces in the aqueous layer.
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insignificant extraction of MO dyes as well. Upon addition of acid

(pH 5 2) to the organic phase containing the encapsulated dyes,

release of the dyes into the aqueous layer was observed, supporting

solubilization by supramolecular nanocapsules.

In conclusion, the data demonstrate that supramolecular self-

assembly of a well known hyperbranched polymer with fatty

acids leads to unusual nanocapsules. The synergy between both

components affords phase transfer properties due to the

polyelectrolyte–surfactant complexes.
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